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So you want to be a wedding photographer? Or you already are and need some guidance? When I

first started to photograph weddings I spent a ton of money on magazines, books and even went to

evening classes to study. I also followed the Blogs of the top professionals. But no matter how hard

I tried to emulate them, I still wasn't producing great results or getting more clients. I spent so much

time fiddling with my settings that I lost my confidence and creative side. I then spent the rest of the

week post processing and had no free time or life. I've built a successful business and will share

with you how I did it. I've simplified my settings, created a streamlined approach and removed the

myths and secrets around wedding photography. I'll show you how to free yourself and use a small

number of settings that work in nearly every situation. Remove the mystery around Manual Mode.

Also why your flash needs to be left at one setting and how you may be using it incorrectly. I'll also

show you a method of post processing that saved me 10 hours of work on every wedding. Read this

book and free yourself from the chains holding you back. Spread your wings, simplify and

streamline your business, earn more money and get your life back.
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So You Want To Be A Wedding Photographer was just the shot in the arm I was looking for. I have

a growing arsenal of equipment and just got a new camera with a lot of bells and whistles. Iâ€™m

pretty good with catching the right photograph, but I really needed some solid direction on how to

take my hobby and turn it into a profitable career. I wanted a better understanding of some of the

techniques and any hints on the best settings but got so much more.The author explains everything

in common terms and gives you all the specs you could want or imagine. The overview of the

camera equipment and rundown on its care was spot on. But some of the bookâ€™s best stuff

comes from the chapters on finding your first clients and a typical day of photography. The author

has saved me a lot of heartache with the wonderful look at contracts, insurance, preparation, and

your client's needs.

"So You Want to Be a Wedding Photographer?" is a great read for anyone with dreams of making

money photographing weddings. One of the things I love about the book is its writing style. It's

concise yet doesn't miss the important stuff, and the author uses a very conversational writing style

that makes the book an easy read. The author starts with the basics, the equipment, then goes onto

cover getting clients, setting up your camera, etc. I particularly enjoyed the section on indoor vs

outdoor photography. Reading the book has helped me see where I need to make changes in my

freelance business, recommended.

Gave great tips in both types of cameras to use and types of photographs to take. The book was

very useful.
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